YOU ARE BEING MISLED ON AN EPIC SCALE
HERE’S HOW, AND HERE’S WHAT YOU CAN DO ABOUT IT

1. THERESA’S DEAL – YOU ARE NOT BEING TOLD THE TRUTH. It’s not Brexit. It’s Remain with chains. It sacrifices democracy, sovereignty, money and freedom. Crucially we cannot exit without the EU’s permission – FACT. We would be trapped, ruled in part by the EU, and with no say. Theresa has kicked the can down the road, but has left it tied to the EU car.

2. THE EU – “This will not be an amicable divorce.” (President Juncker). The EU has shown its true colours. Dictatorial, bullying the British people. May’s deal gives them everything they want and more. The EU is fast becoming a superstate and even our military will be caught up in this.

3. MONEY - Under May’s deal the UK will still be paying monies to the EU until 2060 – FACT. She plans to give away £39 billion of our money, but with the EU it’s always much more. And this UK gift to the EU doesn’t even guarantee a trade deal.

4. NORTHERN IRELAND – EU blackmail based on lies. UK Customs, Irish Customs and even the special report of the EU Parliament said technical solutions were possible and no hard border necessary. The EU and Mrs May have failed to pursue these. The solutions are still possible.

5. WTO SOLUTION – HOW THE WORLD TRADES GLOBALLY. No crashing, falling, cliff-edging required in order to be part of it. Most countries in the World trade with the EU like this. And WTO does NOT require control of our Parliament, or laws, or borders, or money.

6. DEMOCRACY – ALL OR NOTHING. The Referendum vote was the biggest in history. It must be delivered or all your future votes could be mean nothing and simply be overturned by MPs. Defend it now or lose it forever.

7. MPs ARE DECIDING NOW! The majority want to stop Brexit. Tell your MP to respect your vote or lose it forever. Your MP must not be able to pick and choose which of your votes they like. Time is so short, the only way now is to threaten their jobs.

CONTACT YOUR MP TODAY!

IMAGINE THE IMPACT of thousands of envelopes deluging MPs in Westminster tomorrow. Yes, we know emails are easiest but now is the time for maximum impact. Please post this first class today. Your MP’s address is [MP’s name], House of Commons, London SW1A 0AA. To find their name go to https://www.parliament.uk/mps-lords-and-offices/mps/ and just type in your postcode.

---------------------------------------------------------

To (MP’s name) : …………………………………………………………………………………..

I endorse the above. Please respect the Referendum and vote for a full Brexit on 29 March 2019 on WTO terms or you will lose my vote forever.

From: …………………………………………………………………… Signed

Address: ……………………………………………………………………

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------